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WORKING IN A $100,000 CAREER
Court reporting and IT

You could opt for a court reporter’s job as it is one of the most exciting of all with loads of unexpected surprises, twists and turns as you flit from one court
room to another. As you have to keep tabs on legal niceties and nettles while maintaining an agile mind always, the pay is real good. Compared to reporters in
beats elsewhere, the court house beat is a different kettle of fish altogether. 

There are several IT openings where you can make 100K a year and your best bet would be to narrow down your search at job listings of the same profile. And
IT jobs are great these days with very wide opportunities for development. You can use your skills and qualifications to make waves in IT and the options can
range from that of a web designer to tech writer where your innate skills with words and phrases will come into play. 

There is more 100K work available for the right candidate these days and of you ever thought that a truck driver cannot earn much money, you could be
wrong. If you are not averse to clocking up a high mileage while hitting the road and sometimes going off the beaten track, then a 100K career in truck driving
could be yours. With some experience driving trucks on longer trails, you could end up earning even more. 

Sales and marketing

Marketing and sales have always been very lucrative career options for the smooth talker and someone who can interact convincingly. If you can ratchet up
sales and bring in more revenues for your company, earning 100K is no big deal. Work in 100K can be very exciting these days as the opportunities are
immense compared to what it was a couple of decades ago. More options are coming in with newer types of jobs being updated regularly. 

If you have an inclination toward teaching, you would be surprised to know that the teacher who is known to torment a kid in school could end up earning
more than the kid’s dad. Teaching jobs are very paying these days and is another $100,000 career option. You can earn salaries in that scale easily if you are on
the lookout for jobs by matching your profile with 100K career listings.

 


